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1. : Read the passage carefully :                                 (10 marks)                                                                       
The composer came of a musical family; for his grandfather was Kapil master, and his father, a tenor singer, filled a small musical post at Cologne. He was born at Bonn in December 1770. His father had become a confirmed toper, and the boy suffered in consequence. The father had heard of the prodigy Mozart, and the money he had brought his parents; and he conceived the notion of exploiting his own son in the same way. Thus he kept him slaving at the piano, and thrashed him when he did not practice long enough. There are stories of the sot coming home late and dragging the little fellow out of bed to go to the keyboard. This degraded specimen ended his life by his own hand, but not before his conduct had cast a gloom over his son’s youth which greatly affected his after years.
Beethoven seems to have had no regular course of instruction in Bonn, but when he was seventeen he went to Vienna and had some lessons from Mozart. Later on, he had lessons from Haydn; but the two did not get on well together, their natures being totally different. Beethoven finally left Bonn when he was twenty-two, and settled in Vienna, where he gradually made a name for himself. He began to appear in public as a player and in 1796 played before the King in Berlin; but he soon gave up playing for composing.
His first works were roundly abused by the critics—even some that we now regard as among his. greatest creations. Weber said of the Seventh Symphony that its composer was “quite ripe for the madhouse”. Then, when deafness came upon him—the tragedy of his life—the sapient fellows found that the “horrors of sound” in his works were due to the fact that he could not hear them himself. When “Fidelio” was first performed, it was said that never before had anything so incoherent, coarse, wild, and ear-splitting been heard! Of course, the deafness had nothing to do with it. Beethoven, like all really great composers, was simply before his time.
But the deafness had a great deal to do with Beethoven himself. It turned him into a wretched misanthrope, and well-nigh caused him to end his life. Indirectly it prevented him from marrying. In the theatre he had to lay his ears close to the orchestra in order to understand the actors, and the higher notes of the instruments and voices he could not hear at aU when only a little distance away. “Fidelio’ was begun in 1804 and the affliction, first evidenced in 1798, had become acute four years before that. We need not dwell on it. From the time of his deafness onwards, he was constantly adding to the world’s stores of the best in music. His humour was of the sardonic kind, as when he sent a tuft of hair from a goat’s bearded to a lady admirer, who had asked for a strand from his own leonine locks. When lying on his death-bed he had to be tapped. “Better water from the body than from the pen,” he observed to the doctor. When he realized that his end was near, he said to those around him: “Clap hands, friends; the play is over.” And so, on the 26th of March, 1827, this great master of tone went out to the darkness of the Silent Land.
On the basis of your reading of the above passage, complete the following statements briefly: (1×4=4)
(a) Beethoven’s father _____________
(b) The father ended his life by______________
(c) The effect it had on Beethoven’s youth was _____________
(d) The response to Fidelio was _____________
Answer the following questions briefly: (1 x2=2)
(a) What effect did Beethoven’s deafness have on him?
(b) What kind of a person Beethoven was?
III Find words from the passage which mean the same as the words given below: (1x2= 2
(a) Great musician (para 1)                             (b) Scornful or bitter (para 4)
2. Read the passage given below and complete the sentences that follow : (10 Marks)
 Vegetarianism promotes a natural way of life. But despite its implicit message of universal love and non-violence it has not spread, as it should have. This may be because it usually is an inward- looking habit and is best cultivated in the mind.
Leading a vegetarian way of life helps the animal kingdom to coexist with man. The animals supply milk, manure and energy. This has been central to the Indian culture for thousands of years. A vegetarian Lifestyle is natural, multifaceted and helps self-preservation in a healthy way. Food and health are closely related.
In India a vegetarian is usually a lacto-vegetarian. In the Western world, vegetarians are subdivided as “vegans” (pure vegetarians who do not take any food coming from animal kingdom), lacto-vegetarians, who use dairy products of the vetab1e kingdom and Lacto-ova-vegetarians. The Last category includes eggs, in addition to dairy products.
The Western science of food considers food as something to sustain only the human body, whereas the Indian science considers food as something which sustains not only the body, but also maintains the purity of heart, mind and the soul. Thus an item of food which is injurious to the mind is not considered to be fit for consumption, even if it is otherwise beneficial to the body or satisfies the taste. Indian food science does not give so much importance to protein or even to the balanced diet but it gives importance to food that increases the strength of the body and its virility.
Vegetarian foods provide an infinite variety of flavours whereas non-vegetarian foods have hardly any taste of their own. In fact, non-vegetarian foods have to be seasoned with ingredients from the vegetable kingdom to make them palatable.
In most sports disciplines, vegetarians lead in endurance tests. “You are what you eat” is an old saying and it is a fact that it is the food that makes the man. The food we eat—its quality, quantity, its timing and combination—is of utmost importance to healthy life.
It is significant to note that in the USA nearly 30 to 40 million people have adopted vegetarianism in the last decade. More and more intellectuals in the UK, Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy, Israel, Mexico, Russia and its former allies are gradually turning to vegetarian diet not only on ethical and humanitarian grounds but also for health and ecological reasons.
In the UK, surveys have shown that the medical bills of vegetarians are considerably lower than the non-vegetarians. Further, the premium rates of insurance in some categories are also lower than those of vegetarians.
Extensive studies by group of Bombay doctors have confirmed that vegetarianism offers protection from coronary diseases. It prevents and helps management of most of the gastro-intestinal diseases and is suitable for all non-insulin dependent and insulin dependent diabetics. Nephrologists use the diet as a major part of their therapeutics. A vegetarian diet is more useful in the treatment of liver disorders including the last stage of liver failure, when the dietary intake of fat is to be reduced. Vegetarians tend to have lower blood pressure. Lacto-vegetarian diets with their high fibre content, low acid and high vitamin and minerals prevent and to a certain extent relieve the pain felt with the progression of arthritis.
— The Hindustan Times
Complete the following statements: (4)
(a) Vegetarianism has not spread as desired because____________________________
(b) The three types of vegetarians are____________________________
(c) In India, food is not meant only for the body____________________________
(d) The Indian food science underrates the importance ____________________________
Fill in the blanks with One word only : (4)
Vegetarianism is a habit which is
(a) in mind only. This means__________________________
 (b) of men and animals. There are many__________________________
 (c) of vegetarianism. It is medically confirmed that vegetarian diet gives__________________________
(d) from heart diseases. __________________________
 Find words in the passage which mean the following: (2)
(a) indirect (Para 1)
(b) of the heart (Para 2)                                          
                   SECTION - B   (WRITING) - 15 MARKS
3. While reading the newspaper, you came across the following news item. Such incidents deter tourists from visiting the country. Based on the information given above, and using the ideas from the Unit Travel and Tourism and your own, write an article for a national newspaper in about 150 words on the subject offering suggestions for improving tourist  facilities. Also give a suitable title.                                                                                                                 (5 Marks, 120 words)
4.Given below is the beginning of a story. Continue from this point and complete the story in about 150-200 words.                                                                                             10 m
·	Once upon a time, there was a man named Kishan. One day when he was going through a forest, he found a pot full of gold coins.


                SECTION - C (GRAMMAR - 10 MARKS)
5. Here are some notes about the annual function of Golden Jubilee School and College in the diary of the Cultural Secretary of the college. Study the given notes and complete the paragraph that follows by filling up the blanks with the most appropriate option from those given Notes in the diary .                                         (4 Marks)
a) Celebration of annual function of college.
2 The Mayor of the city-Chief Guest
b)Principal and staff welcomed him
c)The Mayor's wife gave away prizes
d)The Principal hosted dinner
The annual function of Golden Jubilee School and College a)………….. with great pomp and
show. The Mayor of the city, b)……………………… on the occasion. c)…………………… by
the Principal and the staff. d)……………………………….. the wife of the Chief Guest. A
dinner was hosted by the Principal of Golden Jubilee School and College.
a) (i) was celebrated (ii) is being celebrated
(iii) has been celebrated (iv) had celebrated
b) (i) that was the Chief Guest (ii) Being the Chief Guest
(iii) who was the Chief Guest (iv) who was a Chief Guest
c) (i) was accorded a warm welcome on his arrival
(ii) has been accorded a warm welcome on his arrival
(iii) will be accorded warm welcome on his arrival
(iv) has been accorded a warm welcome on their arrival
d) (i) Prize were given to students (ii) Prize will be given away by
(iii) Prize had been given by (iv) Prizes were given away by
6. Rearrange the following words/phrases to form meaningful sentences. The first one has been done for you.                                                                       (3 Marks)
is familiar \ properties \ most \ the neem \ medicinal \ to \ people \ for its
The neem is familiar to most people for its medicinal properties.
a) \ it is \ distinctive curled \ star-shaped \ recognized \ leaves \ by its \ flowers \ and
b) are pale \ tinge of rust \ the young \ and green \ with a \ leaves
c) New Year’s day \ to ward off \ are eaten \ leaves \ the \ on \ sickness
7. Complete the following news reports accompanying the following headlines by filling in the blanks.                                                                                                      (1x3=3 Marks)
a) Drinking and Driving Banned Drinking and driving ____________________.
b) Two killed in Accident Two_________________________ between a car and a truck due to the fog on the roads.
c) Drive against Illegal Constructions launched. The police_________________________ illegally constructed houses in Mumbai.

                 SECTION - D (LITERATURE -25 MARKS)
13 (A). Read the passages given below and answer the questions that follow by choosing the correct options. (3 Marks)
(A) All in a hot and copper sky,
The bloody Sun, at noon,
Right up above the mast did stand,
No bigger than the Moon.
a) How is the Sun different now from the Sun earlier?
i. The sun is hot now but earlier the sun was glorious
ii. The sun is glorious and red now but earlier the sun was hot
iii. There is no Sun now only fog and mist
iv. The Sun was large earlier but now it is small
b) Why are the sailors unable to move at this moment?
i. They are stuck in the land of ice and snow
ii. They are unable to move because they are surrounded by icebergs
iii. There is no breeze to help them sail.
iv. The rotting vegetation does not allow them to sail.
c) Name a poetic device used in the above lines.
i. Repetition                      ii. Imagery                              iii. Simile                             iv. Metaphor
                                 OR                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                           CAESAR: And you are come in very happy time, (3 Marks)
To bear my greeting to the senators
And tell them that I will not come to-day:
CALPURNIA: Say he is sick.
a) Whom does Caesar greet in the first line?
i. Antony                   ii. Decius Brutus                  iii. Brutus                            iv. Calpurnia
b) What message does Caesar want to send to the senators?
i. He will not come to the Senate.                         ii. He wants to greet the senators.
iii. He is afraid to move out of the house.                   iv. He is sick.
c) What makes Caesar change his mind?
i. He is feeling better.                      ii. He wants to rejuvenate Rome and give it new blood.
iii. He is afraid of what the Senators will think of him.
iv. The information that the Senators plan to crown him.
                                    OR                                                        
13 (B). "The doctors were doing all they could, but in our hearts we knew we needed a miracle".                                                                                                       (3 Marks)
a) Who is the speaker of the above lines?
b) Who is being addressed?
c) What miracle is the speaker talking about?
14. Answer any four of the following questions.                                     (2x4=8 Marks)
a) Why did John excitedly allow his wife to go back to her grandmother?
b) What makes the author refrain from killing the snake?
c) Why did Patol Babu walk away before he could be paid for his role?
d) The crowd in Julius Caesar does not understand the speech of Brutus. Comment.
e) Why did the Ancient Mariner stop and tell his tale to the Wedding Guest?
15. Bring out the use of the supernatural in The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.     4M
                                OR                                                                                    
Mark Antony in 'Julius Caesar' says, 'Now let it work. Mischief, thou art afoot,Take thou what course thou wilt!' How was Antony successful in instigating the people of Rome against the conspirators? Write your answer in about 150 words.                                     4m
16. Attempt any one question:-                                     10 M                                                                               
What was Helen's opinion of Dr. Alexander Graham Bell?
                       OR
What kind of life did Helen lead at the Cambridge school?



